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Abstract - In this paper an attempt has been made to implement microwave photonic comb filter with continuous tunability 

which is made possible by combining both microring slow light structure and digital switchable delay lines which can 

provide maximum delay greater than 1.2 ns. R.F spectrum of filter with different values of delay is implemented and output 

stop frequencies of RF spectrums is compared with theoretical values and the result shows the successful implementation of 

the Comb filter. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the term microwave photonic filter, photonic is the 

physical science of light generation manipulation 

(through emission, transmission and signal processing 

and detection [2]. Microwave photonic filter gets the 

inherent advantage to photonic such as low loss, high 

tunability and reconfigurability [1],[6]. 

Incoherent or a coherent operational regime both are 

possible through Microwave photonic filters. delay-

line configuration is basically used in the incoherent 

regime, which is usually used with an infinite-

impulse response (IIR) or finite-impulse response 

(FIR); an incoherence light source or a laser array is 

used to avoid optical interference, [1],[8]. 

Generally, the regular FIR filter impulse response can 

be written as 

 

h(t) =  cj𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑗𝑇)𝑀−1
j=0   (1) 

 

where cj is the tap coefficient of the j
th

 tap, M is the 

tap number and T= 2𝜋/Ω is the time delay difference 

between two adjacent taps, and the free spectral range 

(FSR) is described by Ω [3]. Let x(t) be the input to 

the filter, so the output can be expressed as 

 

y(t)= w0x(t)+ w1x (t- T) + w2x(t-2T) +…+ wN-1 x (t- 

(N- T)) +… 

Where T is the delay provided by the Optical delay 

lines. A continuously tunable silicon optical delay 

line is been used which uses ultra-thin silicon 

waveguides. Continuous delay is made possible by 

combining both microring slow light structure and 

digital switchable delay lines [5]. 

A comb filter is designed to stop certain frequencies 

which are harmonic to each other, the frequency 

response of comb filter is look like a comb, so it 

given the name comb filter. Comb filter is mainly 

used in cancellation of periodic interferences, it is 

used in reducing audio effect like echo, digital 

waveguide synthesis and flanging. It is also used to 

improve signal to noise impulse radar system [4].It is 

used in application related to RF spread spectrum 

[7].Rigorous research has been done in making of 

comb filter using cascaded differential-group-delay 

(DGD) element and polarization switch-based filters 

which gives good tunability of frequency spacing and 

Bandwidth but is complex [9]. An attempt has been 

made to design a simple comb filter usinga 

continuous tunable element. 

 

II. FILTER DESIGN 

 

A simple Microwave photonic Comb FIR block 

diagram is shown in Fig 1 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of Microwave Photonic comb filter. 

 

Optic wave from the optical source is been modulated 

that is Amplitude, Phase or frequency of light beam is 

changed with respect to input Rf signal(the signal 

which is to be filtered) [10], modulated signal x(t) is 

pass through power splitter which split the signal in 

two part of equal power one of the two output of 

power splitter in given to tunable optical delay line 

and then it is weighted with optical amplifier and then 

it is given to the first input of power combiner, 

another output of splitter is directly given to power 

combiner. Power combiner takes the two input and 

produces output y(t) [12], which is given to detector 

(PIN photodiode or PID, etc.). A photodetector is the 

device which takes input as light energy and convert 

it into electrical energy [11]. The simulation of the 

system is done in Optisystem 15. 
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The feedforward form of the Comb filter is described 

by the equation as follows- 

y(t) = x(t) + x(t-d)                           (2) 

 

In equation (2) d is the delay (measured in seconds). 

We take Laplace Transform of both side of equation 

(2) and get the following equation. 

Y(s)= X(s) + a𝑒−𝑠𝑑           (3) 

 

Rearranging the term in equation (3) to obtain 

Transfer function which is described in equation (4). 

H(s) = 
Y(s)

X(s)
         (4a) 

H(s) = 1+ a𝑒−𝑠𝑑      (4b) 

 

To get the frequency response, substitute s= jw in 

equation (4) and applying Using Euler's formula in to 

the H(s) we get the frequency response of the filter 

which is described in equation (6) 

H(jw) = 1 + a(cos(dw) – jsin(dw))   (6) 

 

Finding magnitude response which is often used 

using equation (6). magnitude response in given by 

equation (7) 

 𝐻(𝑗𝑤)  =  (1 + 𝑎𝑐𝑜 𝑠 𝑑𝑤 )2 +  𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝑑𝑤)     (7) 

 

Rearranging the term in equation (7) 

 𝐻(𝑗𝑤)  =   1 + 𝑎2 + 2acos(𝑑𝑤)               (8) 

 

In equation (8), (1 + 𝑎2) is the constant term, whereas    

2αcos(dw) term varies periodically. This shows the 

periodic nature of magnitude response of the comb 

filter. 

 

The first minimum for positive values of α occurs at 

the following frequencies. 

f =
1

2𝑑
 , 

3

2𝑑
 , 

5

2𝑑
 …. 

Where d is the important time delay parameter which 

is varied to find frequencies at which minimum 

occur, continuous tunable optical delay line is been 

used which combines both digital switchable delay 

line and microring slow light structures built on the 

60-nm-thick silicon waveguide platform [5]. 

Microring structure provide continuous group delay 

tring and N bit switch delay lines provide delay of∆𝑡 × 

(2𝑁−1 + 2𝑁−2 + ⋯ . + 21 +  20)  where N is number 

of stage and ∆t is the resolution and also can be 

described as the delay provided when switch is set to 

0000…1, total delay d will be 

d = tring + ∆𝑡 ×(2𝑁−1+ 2𝑁−2 +……+ 21 +20) 

 

stop frequencies of microwave photonic comb filter 

will be 

 

f = 
1

2(tring+ 2𝑁−1+2𝑁−2+…. +21+20
))
,

3

2(tring+ 2𝑁−1+ 2𝑁−2 +…. + 21+20
))
  

,… 

assuming that tring can be varied from 0 to 10ps, so 

maximum tring value will be 10ps and N=7, so it will 

be 7-bit tunable switch and ∆t = 10ps. Maximum 

switch value will be 1111111 that will give be the 

maximum delay provided by the tunable delay lines 

as 

d= 10ps + (127×10) ps 

d= 1280ps or 1.28ns 

 

III. RESULTS 

 

Continuous wave laser of wavelength 1550 nm, 

Single drive MZ modulator, EDFA Amplifier and 

PIN diode is been used. 

Let us try to find the value of switch and ring to get 

d= 1) 0.1 ns 

2) 0.205 ns 

1) d= 0.1 ns 

Switch should set to 0001010 and tring should be 0 ns 

and its corresponding stop frequencies will be f = 

5Ghz, 15Ghz,25Ghz, …. 

 
Fig. 2. RF spectrum analyzer of microwave photonic comb 

filter with delay (d= .1 ns). 

 

In fig 1 marker A shows the value of 4.86Ghz, 

marker B= 15.1Ghz and marker c= 25.0Ghz which 

closely matches the theoretical values. 

2) d= 0.205 ns 

Switch should set to 0010100 and tring should be 5 ns 

and its corresponding theoretical stop frequencies will 

be f = 2.43Ghz, 7.31Ghz, 12.18Ghz, …. 

 
Fig. 3. RF spectrum analyzer of microwave photonic comb 

filter with delay (d= .205 ns). 
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In fig 3, marker A shows the value 2.45Ghz, marker 

B= 7.29Ghzand marker c= 12.13Ghz which is closely 

matches the theoretical values 

 

Fig 2 and 3 describe the RF spectrum of comb filter 

with different values of delay d, in this way tuning of 

the filter is done and the desired spectrum according 

to application is achieved. 

 

Switchable delay lines have the resolution of 10ps 

which means delay can be in the interval of 10ps to 

set delay between intervals microring slow light 

structure is used which gives the delay of tring as 

described in d=0.205ns solution where tring is 5ps this 

type of combination makes the delay continuous in 

nature. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Microwave photonic comb filter with Continuous 

tunability has been proposed and experimentally 

demonstrated and the continuous nature of the delay 

is described.  Two different values of delay that is d= 

0.1ns and d=0.205ns is been taken and corresponding 

RF spectrum of simulated Microwave Photonic Comb 

filter is generated, the stop frequencies of the RF 

spectrum is compared with theoretical found values 

and the result shows that both the experimentally and 

theoretically found values closely matches with each 

other which describe the successful implementation 

of Microwave Photonic Comb filter. 
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